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Abstract. We propose a public debate support system through iterative
alternation of face-to-face meetings and Web-based debates. Web-based
facilitation of public debates is suitable for complementary question and
answering when the debate in face-to-face meetings is insuﬃcient due to
time restriction. Since transcripts of public meetings tend to be lengthy
and specialized, sharing public concerns among citizens and stakeholders requires much time and eﬀort. To solve this problem, we propose two
approaches. First, supporting the sharing of public concerns with structuration of public debate based on rhetorical structure theory (RST).
It enables a user to manually specify his/her intention of a question,
e.g., the question requires more evidence. An intention tag is eﬀective
for facilitating public debate. Second, supporting reading with visualization of topic transition, using our developed SalienceGraph. Moreover
SalienceGraph retrieves passages related to a transient topic from past
meeting records or documents. These approaches support citizens and
stakeholders in ﬁnding, tracking, and sharing public concerns.

1

Introduction

We are developing a framework for supporting public debate to facilitate public
involvement. Public involvement in building consensus for community development requires much eﬀort and time for sharing public concerns among citizens
and stakeholders. This is because understanding long transcripts of face-to-face
public debates requires much time and eﬀort for non-expert citizens. Moreover,
Web-based asynchronous debate is suitable for complementary question and answering when the debate in face-to-face meetings is insuﬃcient due to time restriction. Hence, our framework consists of iterative alternation of face-to-face
meetings and Web-based debates.
Over the past few decades, there has been a growing debate about the role
of the public in determining policy regarding health and environmental risk
management [1]. To build consensus through public involvement, aggregating
and sharing opinions aired in public debates is important [2,3]. In this process,
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public concerns can be managed according to the spiral process for knowledge
creation[4] by using meeting records as shown in Figure 1.
For example, transcripts of the Yodo River Basin Committee, which include
long public meetings, are published as lengthy PDF ﬁles on the Web [5]. Meetings in the committee have been held over 200 times and each meeting transcript
has hundreds of sentences and several dozens pages. Although there are manual summaries, they are no eﬀective way of ﬁnding an argument because the
summaries cannot include all arguments of a debate.
Moreover, to reduce the amount of time and eﬀort needed to understand the
arguments, support for grasping the background of the arguments is needed.
Since background information is often omitted by meeting participants, readers
of meeting records often need to check relevant information. To complement
ommited information, citizens need asynchronous question and answering and
searching relevant information when they read the meeting transcripts. This
study focuses on the rhetorical structure of a meeting to facilitate asynchronous
question and answering.
This study deals with the following issues for supporting public debate.
(1) Facilitate asynchronous debate to complement insuﬃciency of face-to-face
debate and to share public concerns included in meeting transcripts
(2) Provide an overview of transition of a long meeting to reduce the time and
eﬀort needed to track and ﬁnd arguments
(3) Reduce the amount of time and eﬀort needed to understand background or
relevant information of arguments
To address issue (1), we have developed a Web-based interface for commenting
an meeting transcripts based on rhetorical structure theory (RST). To address
issue (2), we have developed a visualizer for transitions of a topic in a meeting
based on a metric for focus of attention on each term in the meeting. Since joint
attention among meeting participants and readers dynamically changes sentence
by sentence, the metric is designed to deal with dynamic transition. To address
issue (3), we have developed a method for retrieving information related to a
transient topic based on the above-mentioned metric.
Type of Interaction
Individual

Face-to-face

Collective

Public hearing Public meeting

Media
Web

Browsing and
commenting

Concern
assessment

Fig. 1. Iterative alternation of face-to-face meetings and Web-based debates for sharing
public concerns
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Malone et al. developed on-line debate system called Climate Collaboratorium
[6] to harness the collective intelligence of citizens. Their aim is similar to ours,
that is, complement debate to share public concerns (issue (1)). Although their
main approach is to use user-created plans for debate, they do not focus on the
rhetorical structure of a debate.
To enable users to track and ﬁnd arguments from a long meeting (issue (2)),
visualizing an overview of transition is more eﬀective than conventional methods
for visualizing arguments. There are several argument visualization tools [7],
such as ArguMed [8], Araucaria [9], Semantic Editor [10], etc. Typically, these
tools produce “box and arrow” diagrams in which premises and conclusions are
formulated as statements [11]. We have developed a method for visualizing the
transitions of a topic because solving issue (2) requires an overview of transition
of a long meeting.
Several debate browsers for a multimodal record of a meeting have been developed [12,13]. Furthermore, several environments for online argumentation based
on “box and arrow” diagrams have also been developed [14,15]. Although we
need to deal with multimodal meeting records and constructing argumentation
environment is necessary, we focus on the transcription of a meeting record.
To help the user understand the background of arguments (issue (3)), our
method for visualizing topic transition can be naturally expanded to a new
method for ﬁner-grain retrieval of information related to transient topics. This
retrieval method does not require text segmentation. Several topic mixture methods for ﬁner-grain information retrieval have been proposed [16,17,18]. These
conventional methods require text segmentation to deal with dynamic transition. Although these methods can be used to provide topic-related information
for issue (3), we use a new method naturally expanded from our visualization
method for issue (2).
Furthermore, solving issues (2) and (3) also supports a corpus-based analysis
of public debate [19] because solving them can reduce the time and eﬀort needed
for researchers to read a long public debate.

3

Web-based Interaction for Sharing Public Concerns

To complement insuﬃciency in face-to-face meetings, we are developing a prototype called SalienceGraph, shown in Figure 2. Citizens can write comments about
meeting transcripts into the right-side of the ﬁgure via the Web. Transcripts of
face-to-face meetings are stored as Global Document Annotation (GDA) ﬁles
to represent linguistic structure [20]. Comments written via Web are stored as
Resource Description Framework (RDF) ﬁles to represent rhetorical structure.
The rhetorical relation tags between the comments and statements in the
transcripts are manually assigned by users. Although the tag set is designed
based on rhetorical structure theory (RST) [21], we introduce a set of novel tags
representing intentions of questions, that is, require-evidence, require-example,
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3D topic vector
at the slide-bar
position

Important terms

Topic transition
(Overview)

Transcripts
(Detail)

Citizens’ comments
written and
structured via Web

Fig. 2. SalienceGraph: Public debate browser for commenting via Web

and require-background. Since rhetorical structure indicates whether the answer
matches the intention of the question, we presume that the novel relations are
eﬀective for facilitateing appropriate on-line debate. For example, when a negative conﬂict occurs in an on-line debate, we presume that users tend to provide
an inappropriate answer, which does not satisfy the intention of the question.
Hence, the design of the commenting interface assumes that users are motivated
to specify a rhetorical relation tag to recieve their desired kind of answers.

4

Salience-based Visualization of Topic Transition

To reduce the time and eﬀort needed to track and ﬁnd arguments, we developed
a visualizer for visualizing dynamic topic transition in a long meeting. Since the
topic and joint attention dynamically change sentence by sentence, a metric for
focus of attention on each term at each sentence needs to be designed (Figure
3). On the basis of this metric, a visualizer for topic transition in a meeting can
be developed (Figure 4).
4.1

Design of Salience Metric

The horizontal axis of Figure 3 and the vertical axis of Figure 4 represent the
salience of discourse entities [22]. We simply call it the “salience of terms”.
In our past research [23,24], a metric for salience is designed as the reference
probability under the assumption that a salient entity tends to be referred to
in the subsequent utterance unit, and we use it here as well. Let w be a word,
Ui be the current utterance unit, Ui+1 be the subsequent one, and pre(Ui ) =
coref

[U1 , · · · , Ui ] be the preceding discourse. Let w −→ w in Ui+1 denote that a word
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in Ui+1 has a coreference relation with w. The discourse salience of w at Ui is
deﬁned as the reference probability:
coref

(Salience of w at Ui ) = p(∃w −→ w in Ui+1 |pre(Ui ))

= Pr(w|pre(Ui )),

(1)

where Pr(w|pre(Ui )) is a simpliﬁed notation for the reference probability. This
probabilistic deﬁnition quantiﬁes salience.
The consistency of the deﬁnition of salience with the centering theory, which is
a theory of the continuity of the attentional state and pronominalization [22], is
empirically veriﬁed using large English and Japanese corpora [23]. The reference
probability Pr(w|pre(Ui )) is statistically calculated from a corpus by logistic
regression:
Pr(w|pre(Ui )) =



1+exp −(β0 +

1


k

βk ·featk (w,Ui ))

,

(2)

where featk (w, Ui ) denotes feature values for the calculation, which is deﬁned
by using grammatical functions, part-of-speech, frequency, and recency [25]. The
feature values are weighted by the recency eﬀect [26] because the recent appearance of a target term should be emphasized over the old one [25]. The regression
Transcription of public debate
(translated from Japanese)

Salience of term
(metric for focus of attention)

Sequence of sentences

U432 Mr. Mitamura: Any questions?
U433 Mr. Mitamura: Please let me know later if you have
any opinions about the procedure.
U434 Mr. Mitamura: In the interest of time, please.
U435 Mr. Mitamura: Any thoughts?
U436 Mr. Murakami: Basically, let us work out the issue
from comprehensive standpoint, that is, how to go about
flood control, about water utilization, and about
environmental problems, rather than only about dam
construction.
U437 Mr. Murakami: Perhaps they complain that although
they believe dams are indispensable to solve these three
problems, their opinions are ignored by the committee.
U438 Mr. Murakami: So, in that sense, I'm afraid that the
committee doesn't work properly.

region
environment
flood control
opinion

Vertical axis: salience of terms

Fig. 3. Salience of term changes sentence by sentence

Important terms
(selectable)

Horizontal axis：sequence of sentences

Fig. 4. Visualizing topic transition in long meeting to support overviewing, tracking,
and ﬁnding arguments
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weight for each featk is denoted by βk in Equation (2). It is obtained from a
corpus with the maximum-likelihood method.
Using this deﬁnition of salience enables us to deal with the transition on a
sentence-by-sentence basis and to visualize the transition of topics (Figure 4). As
shown in Figure 2, we developed a prototype of a debate browser, SalienceGraph,
based on visualization scheme for topic transition, which is implemented using
Java. It requires preprocessing for the transcription of a public debate as follows:
1. Analyze dependency structure using CaboCha, a Japanese dependency
parser [27].
2. Annotate the result using CaboCha with GDA.
3. Calculate salience value Pr(w|pre(Ui )) for each term w and sentence Ui .
The calculation target w, Ui  is only such that w appears in pre(Ui ), the
preceding context of Ui .
4. Annotate salience value Pr(w|pre(Ui )) with GDA for each term w and each
sentence Ui .
4.2

Design of Graphical User Interface (GUI)

The GUI of SalienceGraph is designed based on Shneiderman’s Visual
Information-Seeking Mantra [28]. It supports an overview of transition of topics
and ﬁnding an intended argument.
– Overview first: The user recieves an overview of transition in a long
meeting using the topic transition window. The important terms can be
chosen by using menus in the terms box. The menus have ﬁfteen candidates
of important terms with a high product of the total reference probability and
inverse document frequency (IDF). The user can input other terms than the
candidate ones into the text ﬁelds in the menu.
– Zoom and filter: When the user drags the slide bar under the topic
transition window, the transcription window scrolls by being interlocked with
the slide bar position. To read arguments about speciﬁc topics, e.g., “ﬂood
control” and “environment”, the user chooses the terms he/she wishes to
ﬁnd from the menus and drag the slide bar to the position in which the
terms have high salience values. The transcription window then scrolls to
the argument about “ﬂood control” and “environment”, and the user can
read her/his intended argument. Moreover, the transition window can be
zoomed onto the intended argument.
– Details on demand: Thus, the user can ﬁnd the detail of her/his intended
argument. The movement of the 3D topic vector around the slide bar position
also helps the user grasp the local transition of topics.
Furthermore, to help the user understand the background of the argument, information related to the topics needs to be provided at the slide bar position in the
“Details on demand” phase. The next section describes a method for retrieving
related information based on the salience of terms.
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Retrieval of Topic-Related Information

We developed a method for retrieving information related to the transient topics
at the slide bar position in SalienceGraph [24]. Finer-grain information related
to the transient topics can be retrieved based on the salience metric. A salience
vector [p(w1 |pre(Ui )), · · · , p(wn |pre(Ui ))], i.e., a vector comprising the salience
of terms, represents topics at the moment of the sentence Ui . Because pre(Ui )
is calculated using the preceding context pre(Ui ), the vector can be used as a
query vector representing the transient topic aﬀected by the preceding context
Since the salience vectors are calculated for each sentence, the nearest neighbor
search based on salience vector enables ﬁner-grain information retrieval.
Note that large calculation is necessary for the nearest neighbor search because the vocabulary size n is in the tens of thousands. Therefore, we use a
probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [29] to compress the dimensions
of a salience vector and approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) [30] to search the
nearest neighbors. The procedure is as follows.
1. For each meeting transcript and retrieval-targeted document, e.g., other
meeting transcripts and newspaper articles, annotate dependency structure
and salience values with GDA.
2. Extract n terms whose product of the total reference probability and IDF
are higher ranked from the records of meeting.
3. Compress the dimensions of n-dimensional salience vectors for each sentence
in meetings and targeted documents by pLSA.
4. Retrieve candidate sentences with nearest neighbor vectors to provide topicrelated information by ANN on the basis of the compressed salience vectors.
5. Show the 5 best candidates using a tab window chosen by the user. In a tab,
a candidate sentence and several preceding sentences are shown. The user
can use them to choose the information they need from the candidates.

5
5.1

Experimental Results
Evaluation of Salience Metric

To evaluate our salience metric, the reference probability, we prepared two corpora in Japanese, which are annotated with GDA tags.
CSJ: Four interview dialogues from the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ)
[31], which contain
– 1,780 utterance units (IPUs; inter-pause units),
– 6.92 morphemes per utterance unit, and
– 1,180 anaphora relations annotated manually.
Mainichi: 3,000 newspaper articles in Japanese from the Mainichi Shinbun for
1994 (GSK2004-A [32]), which contain
– 63,221 utterance units (predicate clauses), 37,340 sentences,
– 10.79 morphemes per utterance unit, and
– 86,541 anaphora relations annotated manually.
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We designed a metric evalSal (m) to evaluate a target method m for calculating
salience.





evalSal(m) = cor salm (w|pre(Ui )) w,Ui  , isRef(w, Ui+1 ) w,Ui  ,
(3)
ref

where isRef(w, Ui+1 ) is the dummy variable deﬁned above (i.e., 1 if ∃w −→
e in Ui+1 , otherwise 0), and cor(x, y) denotes Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient
between x and y.
We compared the evaluation scale, evalSal(m), of our method for calculating
the reference probability to that of the baseline method for the term frequency
(TF) measured in an optimal rectangular window. The evaluation measures with
the naive TF were 0.105 for CSJ and 0.301 for Mainichi. The evaluation measures
with our proposed method (0.365 for CSJ and 0.368 for Mainichi) were greater.
This means that our method can be used to more eﬀectively predict whether the
target entity is referred to in the subsequent Ui+1 than with the naive TF. The
increase in eﬀectiveness with our method was more signiﬁcant for CSJ than for
Mainichi. This indicates that handling spoken language needs more integration
of the features than handling written language.

6

Concluding Remarks

We proposed SalienceGraph, a prototype system for supporting public debate
with iterative alternation of face-to-face meetings and Web-based debates towards facilitating public involvement. To complement insuﬃciency of face-to-face
debate, SalienceGraph includes a Web-based interface for commenting about
meeting transcripts based on rhetorical structure theory. To support grasping
of an overview of whole transition to track and to ﬁnd intended arguments, we
designed a salience metric and developed a novel method for visualizing topic
transition. Our prototype system, SalienceGraph, was designed based on Visual
Information-Seeking Mantra. The design visually helps the users to grasp an
overview of topic transition and to ﬁnd arguments from a lengthy debate.
Moreover, to support understanding of background of the arguments, we developed a method for salience-based retrieval of information related to transient
topic speciﬁed by a user. The method for ﬁner-grain retrieval does not need text
segmentation because the salience vectors are annotated for each sentence. It is
a natural expansion of the method for visualizing topic transition, which deals
with topic transition and eﬀects from the preceding context. Furthermore, we
conducted experiments for retrieving topic-related information and instantiated
the relevant information provided with our method. Our proposed framework
reduces the amount of time and eﬀort needed to aggregate and share arguments
for public involvement.
As future work, we are planning to evaluate the eﬃciency of the Web-based
commenting interface for sharing public concerns among citizens and stakeholders.
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